Abstract-Static Program Analyzers (SPA) are interactive tools that enhance program understanding during maintenance by answering queries about programs. Depending on the maintenance task in hand, SPAs must process different source programs and answer different types of program queries. Flexibility is, therefore, a desirable property of SPAs. In this paper, we describe a program query language, called PQL, that facilitates the design of flexible SPAs. PQL is a conceptual level, source language-independent notation to specify program queries and program views. In PQL, we can query global program design as well as search for detail code patterns. PQL queries are answered automatically by a query evaluation mechanism built into an SPA. Program design models and PQL form the core of an SPA conceptual model. We based the SPA's architecture on this conceptual model. By separating the conceptual model from the implementation decisions, we can design SPAs that are customizable to the needs of the maintenance project at hand. Depending on criteria such as efficiency of query evaluation or simplicity of the SPA design, we can implement the same functional specifications of an SPA on a variety of program representations to meet the required criteria. Apart from its role in the design of SPAs, the conceptual model also allows us to rigorously study SPA functionality in the context of the underlying maintenance process and programmer behavior models, in isolation from tool implementation details Index Terms-Program analysis for understanding, program query language, program modeling, reverse engineering, software maintenance, tool generation.
INTRODUCTION
ITH maintenance consuming an increasing share of computing costs, attention is drawn to methods and tools for program understanding. During program maintenance, programmers often extract program views that are relevant to the maintenance task in hand. However, extracting program views manually from a huge, undocumented program is time consuming and may lead to errors. A Static Program Analyzer (SPA) is a tool that extracts program views automatically (Fig. 1 ).
An SPA front-end parses a source program into an internal program representation and stores it in a Program Knowledge Base (PKB). A user interface component allows a programmer to input program queries and view query results.
The main theme of this paper is the design of flexible SPAs. A flexible SPA should be customizable to the needs of the maintenance process in hand. To facilitate the design of flexible SPAs, we defined a uniform notation for modeling program design information. We use extended OMT [22] to model all aspects of program design including program architecture, abstract syntax structure, and static semantics such as control and data flow relations. Furthermore, we designed a general-purpose program query language, PQL for short. In PQL, we write queries in terms of the conceptual program design model. Based on the EntityRelationship query systems [21] , PQL is an intuitive, source language-independent notation for querying program design. PQL provides a user interface for programmers to enter program queries which are answered automatically by a query evaluation mechanism built into an SPA. Our approach to designing flexible SPAs is based on separation of the SPA conceptual model (i.e., program design models and PQL) from the implementation decisions. The separation of conceptual level considerations from implementation issues is a standard practice in the design of database applications [3] . We find that it is also beneficial in designing SPAs. In the case of SPAs, implementation decisions concern the choice of an internal program representation, computation of program design information from source programs and evaluation of program queries. By separating the SPA conceptual model from implementation decisions, we accrue the following benefits. 1) First, the SPA conceptual model forms a bridge between the maintenance process and an SPA's architecture. It allows us to study and define SPA functionality in the context of the underlying maintenance process, in isolation from tool implementation details. 2) Second, we can base an SPA's architecture on the conceptual model. Should tool requirements change in the future, an SPA's functionalities can be easily modified. 3) Third, we can implement the same functional specifications of an SPA on a variety of internal program representations, to meet specific design objectives such as efficiency of query evaluation or simplicity of the SPA front-end. Common program representations used in SPAs include a relational database [4] , [14] , special-purpose database [13] , object-oriented database [2] , attribute syntax tree [7] , [17] , dependency graph [12] , [16] , and a hybrid PKB [9] , [10] . 4) Finally, program design information required to support a maintenance process can be studied in isolation from the actual mechanism used to compute this information.
Decisions regarding which information should be permanently stored and which should be computed on demand [20] can be deferred to implementation and changed, if required.
With PQL, we design SPAs according to the following plan:
1) identify a class of program queries to be answered, 2) model the program information that is needed to answer queries, 3) define the internal representation for programs in the PKB, 4) design an SPA front-end to generate the PKB from source programs, 5) design a PQL query evaluation mechanism, 6) design a user interface to enter queries, and a program view projector to display query results.
In the remaining part of the paper, we describe PQL and show how it helps in systematic design of flexible and generic SPAs. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss our project in the context of related work. Then, we explain basic program models and PQL queries (Sections 3 and 4). In Section 5, we explain advanced program modeling features and queries. Next, in Section 6, we discuss PQL implementation and query evaluation performance issues. In Section 7, we describe an SPA generation system. Concluding remarks end the paper. The appendices contain excerpts from the COBOL85 program model and PQL grammar.
RELATED WORK
Many Static Program Analyzers (SPA) have been described in the literature. CIA [4] and OMEGA [14] store program information in a relational database. The advantage of using a relational database is that we can write program queries in SQL [5] . As CIA shows, we can obtain an interesting class of program views based on a relatively simple program model stored in the database. However, CIA stores only the global descriptions of programs. Unlike CIA, PQL allows a programmer to query both global program design and detailed program structures (such as abstract syntax trees), using a uniform SQL-like program query notation. Experiences with OMEGA show that if we store too much detailed information about programs in a relational database, the performance of an SPA might be poor. In particular, displaying complex, structured program views (such as recreating program text) can be especially slow. Also, SQL is not powerful enough to support types of queries that involve traversals of graph structures (such as syntax trees and control/data flow graphs). To evaluate such queries, we must embed SQL into procedural code. The reader can find a detailed discussion of problems with storing and querying low-granularity structured objects (such as syntax trees and dependency graphs) in a relational database in REDO Compendium, [29, chapter 19] .
Another system that concentrates on architectural aspects of programs is RIGI [28] . Views produced by RIGI mirror mental models used by software maintainers. RIGI does not provide a general-purpose query facility, but views can be customized by means of a scripting language. SCRUPLE [17] is a notation for C code pattern specification. Pattern matching on syntax trees is efficiently implemented as a finite state nondeterministic machine. GENOA [7] provides specification methods and algorithms that allow us to extract program design information from the source code. In GENOA, new types of queries can be formulated without actually modifying the SPA front-end at the cost of a more complex query specification language. Incremental attribute evaluation methods have been extended from single to multiple, interrelated syntax trees [9] , [10] , [13] . Using these extensions, we can store and query families of interrelated programs and incrementally update program information after modifications. Methods of computing design information on demand is yet another approach to efficient updating of information about program design after modifications [20] .
To date, there seems to be no ideal storage for program design information (and, generally, for software project information). Systems based on relational databases are strong in global queries, but weak in dealing with statement-level structural information. Systems based on attribute grammars effectively deal with detailed program structures, but are weak in supporting global queries. Therefore, in the design of PQL we make no assumptions about how program design information is stored. PQL can be implemented on PROLOG, relational database, ObjectOriented database, abstract syntax trees or any hybrid of these program storage media. PQL queries are written in terms of conceptual program design models that are independent of the way the design models are actually computed and stored. The choice of the program storage medium affects PQL characteristics such as ease of PQL implementation or the performance of a query evaluator. We feel we still have to experiment with alternative implementations to better understand their impact on SPAs. PQL is a good vehicle to conduct such experiments.
To avoid problems of storing and updating program information after modifications, some authors proposed methods for specifying program model extraction algorithms at the level of source code. In [15] , nested lexical rules with actions are used to search for code patterns in order to extract a required program model. Pattern matching and program model analysis modules are generated from program model specifications. Though not all program models can be easily extracted based on source code level specifications, the method described in [15] has advantages of being simple, efficient, and tolerant as program model extraction can be done on an incomplete or incorrect program.
REFINE [2] and SCA [18] provide powerful query languages that were designed with objectives similar to PQL. The main difference between REFINE, SCA, and PQL is in the underlying models of program design information and in the way queries are formulated. REFINE uses an Object-Oriented database to store program designs. SCA models programs as many-sorted algebras and offers a set of algebraic operations to form program queries. In PQL, we use an extended Entity-Relationship (ER) program model and write queries in the style of EntityRelationship query languages [21] and SQL. PQL uses a uniform and intuitive notation to specify all aspect of program design such as global program properties, detailed program structures and control/data flow information. This results in a uniform and simple notation for program queries. Like REFINE and SCA, PQL is capable of querying global program design, statement-level structural program patterns, and control/data flow information derived by static program analysis. All three formalisms handle atomic data types, composite object types (such as structured loop constructs or expressions), and list objects; they also allow us to organize program objects into subtyping hierarchies with inheritance.
PQL gives emphasis to the uniformity of program modeling conventions, simplicity of the query language, and clear separation of conceptual SPA models from implementation decisions. In databases, separation of the conceptual data design from the physical database schema has become a standard practice as it facilitates design of flexible applications. We use a similar approach to aid the design of flexible SPAs. In particular, we can implement the same specifications of SPA capabilities on a variety of program representations to obtain desirable SPA characteristics such as performance and simplicity of the design.
CONCEPTUAL PROGRAM MODELS
In this section, we describe three components of a program model: a global program design model, a program structure model, and a detailed program design model. All three models use an extended OMT [22] . We use a subset of COBOL85 to explain basic program modeling rules and queries in PQL. Then, we introduce some of the advanced program modeling features and queries.
Global Program Design Model
Suppose we want to support program queries listed in Box 1.
Q1. Which programs refer to the physical file "product?" Q2. Which physical files are accessed with key "cust-no?" Q3. Which variables have their values modified in procedure "update-prod?" Q4. Which procedures are called from procedure "update-prod?" Q5. Find all procedures that are called from more than ten other procedures.
Box 1. Global program queries.
The global design model that allows us to answer the Box 1 queries is depicted in Fig. 2 . The diagram shows design entities (in rectangular boxes), entity attributes (above the entity box), and entity relationships. A filled circle at the end of a relationship link stands for 'many' connectivity, while an open circle stands for "0 or 1" connectivity. The meaning of a relationship link is clarified by the name attached to the link. Design entities are classified using IsA relationship (a triangle with general entity above and specialized entities below). Relationships defined for a parent entity (e.g., procedure) apply to child entities. Attributes assigned to a parent are inherited by all its children.
From Fig. 2 we see that COBOL85 programs refer to physical files (entity 'physFile') through logical files (entity 'logicFile'). Each file uses one or more records to write and read information to/from the file. For files with direct access mode to records, a certain record field (entity 'dataItem') may be declared as a key. Procedures are sections and paragraphs. Sections consist of paragraphs. Procedures can call other procedures and programs. In our diagram, the two relationships 'Calls' represent procedure and program invocations. 'Calls*' is a transitive closure of 'Calls': Calls* (p, q) if Calls (p, p1) and Calls* (p1, q) for some procedure p1 Fig. 2 further shows which variables are used and modified in which procedures (relationships 'Uses' and 'Modifies', respectively). It is important to notice that attributes and relationships in the conceptual program design models specify types of information that must be available in the PKB. At the modeling stage, we are not concerned with issues such as whether this information is precomputed by an SPA frontend or computed on demand as needed and how the information is actually stored in the PKB.
Attribute value domains are simple or complex. Simple domains include strings, integers, reals, and Booleans. An attribute domain may also be of type "reference to entity instance." Complex domains are defined by abstract syntax grammars [9] . Domains such as enumerations, lists and record structures can be created in that way. All semantic domains are defined as abstract data types that provide operations for creating and manipulating domain instances. For simplicity, we omit attribute domain specifications from program models.
With the information model of Fig. 2 , in addition to queries Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, and Q5, we can answer many other queries; one example is: "Which programs among those that refer to physical file "product" modify record "prod-rec?"
Program Structure Model
Suppose now that, in addition to global queries, we wish to search for code patterns (Box 2). To answer these and other queries about program structure, we need to access structural information at the level of program statements. The required program information is best modeled by an abstract syntax grammar and then represented by syntax trees. Fig. 3a, 3b , 3c, and 3d show excerpts from COBOL85 grammar in the graphical form.
We build a program structure model using similar conventions to those that we used in the global design model. Grammar symbols (in boxes) represent syntax entities. The structure of a syntax entity is defined in terms of its components. For example, statement ADD TO in Fig. 3a has two components, a 'var' list and a 'reference' list. (The COBOL statement ADD TO adds values of references to variables. The COMPUTE statement assigns the value of an arithmetic expression to each of the variables.) Lists of elements are identified by 1-to-many aggregation relationship links (for example, between entities 'addTo' and 'var' or 'reference'). Lists of 'var' and 'reference' must contain at least one element. Lists of zero or more elements are marked with a 0 above an entity box (e.g., the else part of 'ifThenElse' statement). In the 'ifThenElse' statement, 'Then' and 'Else' are roles of component syntax entities. The relationships 'Parent' and 'Follows' (Fig. 3d ) describe the nesting structure of program constructs. The entity 'anyEntity' represents any syntax tree node. For any two nodes n1 and n2 in a syntax tree, the relationship Parent (n1, n2) holds if n1 is the direct parent node of n2. 'Parent*' is the transitive closure of relationship 'Parent,' i.e., Parent* (n1, n2) if Parent (n1, x) and Parent* (x, n2) for some node x. Similarly, the relationship Follows (n1, n2) holds if n2 appears just to the right of n1 in a syntax tree. 'Follows*' is the transitive closure of 'Follows,' i.e., Follows* (n1, n2) if Follows (n1, x) and Follows* (x, n2) for some node x. Box 3 shows excerpts from COBOL85 grammar in the textual form. We write the grammar rules as nested relations. For example, we treat the COMPUTE statement as a relation between two entities: the left-hand side variables and the right-hand side expression. In the nested relation notation, entities may be treated as relations and vice versa. By writing syntax rules in the nested relation form, we can refer to all aspects of program design using one notation. In particular, we write PQL code patterns in the relational notation. There is one-to-one correspondence between graphical and textual grammar rules. Abstract syntax grammar rules: The relation name (e.g., 'addTo' in rule 1) corresponds to the left-hand side grammar symbol, while the arguments correspond to the right-hand side symbols. Relation arguments may be syntax entities or other relations. Asterisk '*' means zero or more occurrences, '+' means one or more occurrences, and rectangular brackets contain optional components (e.g., 'occurs' in rule 11). Components can be preceded by optional roles (e.g., Then: or Else: in rule 6). Some of the relationships are declared below grammar rules as depicted in Box 3. We omit attribute declarations.
Detailed Program Design Model
Suppose we want to answer the following questions:
Q10. Find all program statements that modify variable X and use variable Y at the same time. Q11. Is there a control path from statement #20 to statement #620? Q12. Which COMPUTE statements that modify variable X affect the value of X at statement #120? Q13. Which program statements affect (directly or indirectly) the value of X at statement #120? Q14. If I change ADD 5 TO X to ADD 10 TO X in statement #20, which other program statements will be affected? Q15. Find dead code in the procedure "sort-products." To address such queries, we extend our program model with detailed program design information, as illustrated in Fig. 4 .
The relationship Next (s1, s2, flowType), involving two program statements s1 and s2, holds if s2 can be executed immediately after s1 in some program execution sequence. For convenience, we include the attribute flowType as the third argument of the relationship 'Next'. This attribute describes the type of control flow:
• sequential: if s2 appears after s1 and is executed upon normal completion of s1, • true: conditional control transfer that occurs when a condition in s1 is satisfied, • false: conditional control transfer that occurs when a condition in s1 is not satisfied, In COBOL85, we can execute a procedure body without actually calling the procedure (so-called "flow-through"). Other languages provide loop exits, such as break and continue in C. These all form different types of control flow that are recorded in attribute flowType.
The relationship 'Next*' is the transitive closure of relationship 'Next': Next*(s1, s2) if there is statement s such that Next(s1, s,_) and Next*(s, s2).
Control flow types are irrelevant to the relationship 'Next*'. Relationship 'Next*' describes possible computational paths through procedure statements and complements relationship 'Calls' in a global design model that describes possible sequences of procedure activation.
For a given statement s, the relationships 'Modifies' and 'Uses' define sets of variables modified and used in statement s, respectively. The relationship 'Affects' models data flows in a program [1] . Attributes varDef and varUse of the relationship 'Affects' are references to variables (syntax entity 'var'). As before, we include attributes as relation arguments, so the signature of relationship 'Affects' is:
Affects (statement, statement, varDef, varUse).
For any given statements s1, s2, and variable references 'x' and 'y,' the relationship Affects(s1, s2, x, y) holds, if the value of 'x' at s1 can be actually used when 'x' is referenced at s2 to compute the value of 'y' (i.e., there must be a computational path from s1 to s2 on which 'x' is not modified). The relationship Affects*(s1, s2, x, _) identifies all the statements s2 affected by the value of 'x' at s1 (directly or indirectly):
Affects*(s1, s2, x, _) if there is a statement s and variable 'y' such that Affects(s1, s, x, y) and Affects*(x, s2, y, _)
A slice on variable 'x' at statement s1, Slice(s1, s2, x), contains all the statements s2 that contribute to the value of 'x' at s1. Refer to [27] for the precise definition of program slices.
Let us clarify one important point. The conceptual program models discussed above show examples of program design information. The actual program models depend on a source language and types of program queries that we wish to answer. As explained earlier, we separate conceptual program design models from the internal representation of program design in the PKB. When building a conceptual program model, we are not concerned with issues of how the modeled information will actually be stored or how it will be computed. Of course, we should not model the information that is not computable.
The issue of computing and storing program design information in the Program Knowledge Base (PKB) is by no means a trivial one. For example, to compute relationships 'Modifies' and 'Uses', we may need to do interprocedural analysis of aliases (see the sections on program optimization in [1] ). Precise computation of aliases and precise computation of relations such as 'Affects' and 'Slice' [27] may not be possible for programs with pointers. (Sometimes, for the purpose of program analysis, it may be useful to compute a "good enough approximation" of such relations.) Another problem is whether attributes should be persistent (i.e., precomputed by the SPA front-end and stored in the PKB) or computed on demand during query evaluation [20] . Similarly, relationships can be stored in the PKB, implemented as tree node attributes, or computed on demand, depending on convenience and whether simplicity or efficiency of the solution is a factor. A reasonable solution, in the case of the discussed program model, would be to make relationships 'Next', 'Modifies', 'Uses', and 'Affects' persistent and to compute on demand 'Next*', 'Slice', and 'Affects*'. These decisions belong to the implementation domain and are of concern when we design a physical PKB and an SPA front-end, but not during conceptual modeling of program information.
Program information stored in the PKB must be updated after any modifications of the source program. In the case of big programs or SPAs that deal with systems rather than single programs, it is important to update the PKB in a time-efficient way. Regeneration of the whole PKB from all the sources may be too slow. CIA system [4] builds a separate database for each subsystem and integrates individual databases. Only databases for actually changed subsystems are regenerated after modifications of the source program. Updating the PKB at a finer level of granularity can be achieved using an incremental attribute evaluation mechanism [8] , [9] , [19] .
The Semantics of a Program Model
The meaning of relationships and attributes is not formally defined within the program model. Usually, the meaning of a program model is operationally defined by actions that derive information from source programs. Inferring the semantics of a program model from actions embedded in the SPA front-end code is not easy. It is, however, possible to specify the meaning of program information in a descriptive way and in terms of the conceptual program model, rather than in terms of physical PKB schema. This is done by separating the syntax tree construction from other program analysis actions. Program model derivation rules can then be described as attribute equations attached to abstract syntax grammar production rules. We refer the reader to other sources for details [8] , [9] .
QUERYING PROGRAMS WITH PQL

Sets, Tuples, and Lists in PQL
Each program model entity represents a set of its instances. We specify a query result (i.e., a view to be extracted) as a tuple. Tuples may involve entity instances as well as attribute values. Throughout this section, we refer to the COBOL85 program models described in Section 3.
Here are examples of tuples:
<program, logicFile, physFile>: triples of entity instances program, logicFile, physFile, respectively, <addTo, procedure.procName>: pairs whose first element is an entity instance addTo, and the second one is procedure name, addTo: a set of all the instances of the entity addTo (a one element tuple), var.varName: a set variable names.
A list is a special entity type, e.g., statement* and var+ in Box 3 (see also In most situations, we wish to select a certain subset of elements rather than the whole set. We constrain properties of the target subset by specifying conditions to be satisfied by its elements. Conditions are expressed in terms of: 1) entity instances, attribute values, and constants, 2) participation of entities in relationships, 3) code patterns. Stepping from the left, the name-cl gives a name to a retrieved program view. Declarations introduce synonyms for entities. Synonyms can be used in the remaining part of the query to mean a corresponding entity. The result clause specifies a program view to be produced (i.e., tuples or a Boolean value). In the with-cl clause, we constrain attribute values (e.g., procedure.procName = "update-prod"). The suchthat-cl clause, specifies conditions in terms of relationship participation. The from-cl clause restricts the scope of the program to be searched for code patterns and pattern-cl describes code patterns to be searched for. Both from-cl and pattern-cl may include cond-cl, if necessary. We explain program queries by examples. The reader can find a PQL grammar in Appendix B.
Querying Global Program Design
We start by explaining global program queries in PQL (see Box 1, Section 3.1).
Q1. Which programs refer to the physical file "product?" Select program.progName such that Declares (program, logicFile) and RefersTo (logicFile, physFile) with physFile.fileName = "product"
Explanation. Keywords are in bold. Dot '.' notation means reference to the attribute value of an entity. If not specified otherwise, all unbound entities are under the existential quantifier. So the above query reads as follows: select names of programs for which exists 'logicFile' such that the 'program' declares a 'logicFile' which refers to 'physFile' named "product." Explanation. An existential quantifier is not necessary, but can be used if this helps to clarify the meaning of a query.
Inequality p ≠ q means that p and q must represent different instances of entity procedure. 
Specifying Program Patterns
We specify program patterns based on the program structure model (Fig. 3a, 3b, 3c, and 3d) . For example, pattern addTo (_,_) with unconstrained arguments is matched by all ADD TO statements. As we use relational notation to write syntax patterns (Box 3), pattern specifications are no different from conditions in global queries. Patterns are specified in the pattern clause and can be further constrained by conditions listed in this clause.
Q6. Find ADD TO statements that add value to variable X. Select s2 from p with p.procName = "sort-products" such that not exists [s1 such that Entry (s1, p) and Next* (s1, s2)]
Explanation. Entry (statement, procedure) is a predicate that identifies the entry points to a procedure. Statements that are not reachable from the procedure entry point (in terms of the control flow) form dead code which is never executed. Hierarchical views are particularly useful in defining reverse engineering transformations. For large software systems, reverse engineering must be selective, otherwise recovered designs are too complex to be useful. In PQL, we can specify filters to be applied to recovered information to obtain more focused program views. Furthermore, with hierarchical views, filters can be applied in steps and each recovered view-inspected by a programmer. We find programmer's involvement invaluable in directing the reverse engineering process. Reverse engineering of views such as structure charts, structure chart slices and procedure interfaces can be described in PQL. We start by describing a structure chart for the whole system: view structure-chart procedure p1, p2
Specifying Reverse Engineering Transformations with Hierarchical Program Views
Select <p1, p2> such that Calls (p1, p2)
In the case of a big system, this view may consist of thousands of interrelated procedures. We might want to compute a slice of the structure chart showing, for example, only those procedures that refer to the global variable X:
Select <p1, p2> such that IS-IN (<p1, p2>, structurechart) and
IS-IN (p1, ref-X) and IS-IN (p2, ref-X)
To attach data interface information to procedure calling relationships, we might start with the following simplified view:
view first-cut-proc-interface Select <p1, p2, var> such that IS-IN (<p1, p2>, structurechart) and (Modifies (p1, var) and Uses (p2, var))
To define a view that better approximates procedure interfaces, we need to further constrain the above view addressing reachability of data definitions. We do this in the following way: When analyzing programs, we often wish to abstract from syntactical variations and focus on program semantics. Therefore, a program query language should provide for unification of syntactically different, but semantically equivalent statements. Classifications of statements in terms of abstract entities provide only limited support for such unification. To provide better support, we now extend our program modeling conventions with the following additional features: 1) named roles of entities in program structure diagrams, 2) the ability to define structure at the level of abstract entities, 3) inheritance of structure from parent entities and the ability to redefine inherited structure in derived entities, 4) decomposition of language constructs into elementary operations (relationship 'DecomposedTo' in Fig.  6 of Appendix A).
Entity 'assign' is an example of an abstract entity for which we provided structure definition, namely assign (var+, arithExpr). The following query selects all the assignments that explicitly modify variable X: var v var+ vLst Select assign pattern assign (vLst, _) such that IS-IN(v, vLst) with v.varName = "X" As the structure defined for 'assign' is inherited by entity 'add,' we can select only ADD statements that modify X in the following query: Select add pattern add (vLst, _) such that IS-IN(v, vLst) with v.varName = "X" Using a short form: _v_ to denote a list with member v, the last query can then be written as:
Select add pattern add (_v_, _) with v.varName = "X".
Syntax entities in program structure diagrams can be assigned roles. Roles are optional. 'Lhs' and 'Rhs' are roles of var+ and 'arithExpr,' respectively, in structure definition for abstract entity 'assign'. A grammar rule for 'assign' is written as: assign (Lhs: var+, Rhs: arithExpr). Roles enable us to re-define inherited structure definitions in derived entities. For example, the COBOL statements ADD TO and ADD GIVING do not have an arithmetic expression on the righthand side, but a sequence of references. Therefore, we redefine the 'Rhs' part of structure definition for these statements, while the 'Lhs' component is still inherited from 'assign'. The following query selects statements that ADD Y, and perhaps other values, TO X:
Select addTo pattern addTo (_vX_, _vY ) with vX.varName = "X" and vY.varName = "Y"
Notice that entity 'var' IsA 'reference' (Fig. 3b) , so 'var' is a valid member of list reference+ in the second argument of 'addTo'. Suppose now that we wish to select assignments of the form: 'X := X + Y + Z,' with the actual representation including ADD TO, ADD GIVING, or COMPUTE statements. We do this by specifying a pattern in terms of abstract entity 'assign': Q. Select assign pattern assign (_vX_, plus(vX, plus(vY, vZ))) with vX.varName = 'X' and vY.varName = "Y" and vZ.varName = "Z"
To facilitate pattern matching at the level of abstract entity, we must translate the actual representation into the abstract representation. For example, in case of ADD Y, Z, TO X, the translation rule is:
T. addTo ((vY, vZ, vX) , vX) ⇔ assign ((vX), plus(vX, plus(vY, vZ))) with vX.varName = "X" and vY.varName = "Y" and vZ.varName = "Z"
The right-hand side of the translation rule T matches pattern Q, so the ADD TO statement on the left-hand side of this rule is identified as an instance of pattern Q. Similar translations rules from the concrete to abstract representation are defined for other statements.
Unlike the method used in REDO [29] , we do not translate language constructs into a uniform representation. Instead, we apply translation rules to derive abstract representations "as needed" during program analysis. While translation into one uniform representation is more efficient, our solution is more flexible, as we can support translations into multiple abstract representations, corresponding to multiple classifications of entities and reflecting various types of required program analysis.
Sometimes we can capture interesting classes of equivalent statements by specifying that the actual order of elements in a list is not essential. This may reflect nonessential sequencing of statements, a commutative property of an operation, etc. Using semicolons as separators in list definition, we convert a list to a set. times(a, b), times(a, c) ).
Using axioms, we might rearrange expressions during pattern matching to find equivalent expressions based on properties of operations.
In COBOL85, there is an 'ADD CORR var1 var2' statement (entity 'addCorr' in Fig. 6 of Appendix A). This statement represents a sequence of ADD TO statements operating on corresponding record fields ('dataItem' in Fig.  3b ). The list of "corresponding record fields" is determined from record definitions in a COBOL program. The relationship 'DecomposedTo' between 'addCorr' and 'addSeq' models this situation. Individual ADD TO statements are modeled by 'simpleAddTo,' while the sequence of ADD TO statements is modeled by 'addSeq'. Statements resulting from such a decomposition participate in pattern matching and can be recognized as instances of 'addTo,' 'add', and 'assign' constructs.
Further generalization of queries about data usage is achieved by computing aliases. COBOL85 data can be renamed (REDEFINES and RENAMES clauses) and programs can be invoked with parameters called by reference. Two relationships, Modifies (statement, var) and Uses (statement, var), take into account aliases. Suppose statement 's' is ADD X, Y TO Z. Then, Modifies (s, v) holds for all aliases 'v' of variable Z and Uses (s, v) holds for all aliases 'v' of X, Y, and Z. To select all assignments that modify X directly or indirectly:
Select assign such that Modifies (assign, var) and var.varName = "X"
PQL IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented a Static Program Analyzer for COBOL-85 with a PQL user interface. We started by building a COBOL85 program model. First, we implemented the program model on PROLOG. Translation of the program model into PROLOG schema was straightforward. Then, we built an SPA front-end to translate the source programs into the PROLOG Program Knowledge Base (PKB) and a translator that converted PQL queries into PROLOG queries. For this project, we used a compiler-compiler LADE 1 to generate the SPA front-end. The remaining SPA components were implemented as C++ programs that interfaced to SICStus PROLOG [24] . 1 . LADE is a trademark of Xorian Technologies.
Simplicity of implementation was the only advantage of storing all the program information in a PROLOG PKB. Otherwise, this solution displayed the same performance problems as reported in OMEGA [14] . Therefore, we started another implementation of PQL. In the new project, we used a hybrid PKB to store program designs [9] , [10] . The hybrid PKB combined attribute syntax trees with the PROLOG database. The global program design information was stored in PROLOG, whereas program structure and detailed program design models were stored as attribute syntax trees, in a list form. Both program representations were tightly integrated, so that the program entities and relationships stored in a database could be traced to the syntax trees and vice versa. Originally, we developed a hybrid PKB for storing programs in language-based software development environments [9] . (In the original PKB for language-based programming environments, we used IN-GRES [25] , rather than PROLOG, to store the global design model.) A query preprocessor translates queries into an abstract syntax tree representation called a query tree. Both the overall structure of a query and the structure of logic expressions in such that, with, and pattern clauses are represented in a tree form. The tree leaves are relationships, attributes and patterns, while the intermediate tree nodes are operators such as exists, =, and, or, etc. Logic expressions in a query refer to design entities, their attributes and entity relationships of conceptual models of program design. The query tree can be conveniently traversed to validate and evaluate a query. To validate a query, the query preprocessor checks whether all references to entities, attributes and relations in a query agree with those defined in program design models.
A PQL query specifies an abstract program view but it is up to the query evaluator to determine how a specified view is to be produced from the program information stored in the PKB. Our query evaluator evaluates queries incrementally in the following way. First, the query evaluator decomposes a query tree into specification fragments contained in the from, such that, with, and pattern clauses. Specification fragments are interpreted in turn, dividing the query evaluation process into a sequence of simpler evaluation steps. Evaluation of each query specification fragment involves calls to one or more interface operations to access information from the PKB. Evaluation of each fragment produces an intermediate result that approximates the program view specified by a query. The query evaluator restructures the condition tree before query evaluation so that the above strategy can work for the not operator. The above incremental strategy is relatively straightforward to implement but, without optimizations, a query evaluator does not perform well for certain types of program queries. As discussed in the next section, our query evaluator applies only simple heuristics to tune the query evaluation process for performance.
Performance Assessment
Some tools, such as Rigi [28] or lightweight source model extraction tool [15] extract program design views directly from the program text. In our case, an SPA front-end parses programs into an internal representation and extracts low level program design abstractions (Fig. 5) . PQL queries are applied to program design representations stored in the PKB. For this reason, our performance assessment focuses on PQL query evaluator rather than on extracting low level program designs from the program source code. PQL is a descriptive notation and can be implemented in many different ways. The implementation decisions have critical impact on the performance of the query evaluation. Therefore, measurements given in Table 3 reflect performance of our query evaluator rather than some inherent performance characteristics of PQL. We measured the query evaluation time in seconds for the following queries: Q1. Select <paragraph.procName, ifThenElse > such that Follows (paragraph, ifThenElse) Q2. paragraph p1, p2
Select < compute > such that Parent* (p1, compute) and Calls (p1, p2) with p2.procName = "read-record" Q3. Select addTo pattern addTo (var, _) such that Follows (addTo, ifThenElse) with var.varName = "X"; Q4. assign a, a1
Select a such that Follows (a, ifThenElse) and Next (a, a1) Q5. statement s1, s2
Select s1 such that Next (s2, ifThenElse) and Parent (s1, s2) Q6. statement s1, s2, s3
Select <s1, s3> such that Follows (s1, s2) and Follows (s2, s3) Table 3 depicts the system time taken to evaluate queries for 7 KLOC and 50 KLOC source programs on the Ultra 1 200 MHz computer with 256 MByte memory and 2 GByte cache, running Solaris 2.5.1. Traversing abstract syntax trees and looking for syntactic patterns is fast. Consulting the database to fetch the global design only marginally affects the performance. The reason why the query evaluation time grows rapidly for queries Q5 and Q6 is the computation of joins for large sets of tuples. In the following, we describe the problems that affect query evaluation time and discuss possible remedies to these problems. The two major factors affecting the performance of query evaluation are access time to the PKB and large sets of tuples that may be produced at intermediate steps of query evaluation. The choice of the internal representation for program designs in the PKB and the actual storage media for the PKB profoundly affect query evaluation time. It is possible to use a relational database (as in OMEGA [14] ) to store all the program information. With this choice of the PKB, implementation of a query evaluator is simple but query evaluation is slowed down by frequent accesses to a database. Apart from hash tables to store frequently used program design entities and relations, not much room is left for tuning performance. The hybrid PKB yields better performance: database operations are less frequent, limited only to accessing the global design information. The detailed program designs (such as program syntactical structure, data flow, and control flow relations) are stored as linked lists that can be examined without the database overhead. In our hybrid PKB, we store abstract syntax trees as lists and use pattern matching algorithms similar to those described in [17] .
Unfortunately, there is more to efficient evaluation of program queries than the right choice of a PBK. Without query optimization techniques, whatever PKB we use, evaluation of certain program queries is still slow. The sheer size of the subject source programs may be one reason. The other reason is the very nature of PQL queries: PQL allows us to constrain syntactic patterns with complex conditions placed in such that clauses. For example, we may search for 'if' statements that contain calls to procedure 'p' and, at the same time, appear on a certain control flow path. This feature gives PQL the necessary expressive power but it also poses problems for efficient query evaluation. If subsequently we perform join operations on large sets of tuples, then query evaluation will take much computer memory and time. This issue affects the evaluation time for queries Q5 and Q6 (see Table 3 ). There are many possible remedies to the above problems. Firstly, the query language itself may provide features to allow a programmer to tune queries for performance. In PQL, there is from clause that allows us to limit searching to explicitly listed program parts. Furthermore, by rearranging the order in which various search conditions appear in a query, we may reduce time and memory needed for query evaluation. For example, it takes 41 sec for an unoptimized query evaluator to evaluate query: Select s1 such that Follows (s1, s2) and Follows (s2, perfProc) for a 50 KLOC source program. But if we swap conditions in the such that clause we obtain an equivalent query: Select s1 such that Follows (s2, perfProc) and Follows (s1, s2) that evaluates in 8 sec for the same source program.
Generally, we should try to rearrange conditions so that we compute the most restrictive conditions first. By following this rule, intermediate sets of tuples are smaller and the query evaluation time is minimized. PQL is flexible enough to let a programmer optimize a query in this way. On the other hand, a query evaluator might tune a query for performance by applying optimizing heuristics. In such a situation, the query evaluator could notice that one of the arguments in the second condition is bound to 'perfProc' while in the first condition, both arguments are free. Therefore, the query evaluator would swap the conditions. Optimizers of SQL queries precompute sizes of relations and use this information to speed up evaluation of SQL queries. In PQL, we could precompute sizes of design entities (i.e., the number of instances in entity sets) and sizes of relationships and rearrange queries based on that information. Consider the following query:
Select move such that Follow (move, ifThenElse)
To evaluate this query, we could start by trying to match either 'move' or 'ifThenElse'. For programs containing more 'move' statements than 'ifThenElse' statements, the query will evaluate faster if we match 'ifThenElse' first. Our query evaluator applies a simple form of the first mentioned optimization but we did not implement the latter.
In summary, while we identified possible optimizations, efficient evaluation of queries written in descriptive languages remains a problem for which we do not have a general solution. As we indicated, the problem can be addressed at the PKB, query language definition and language implementation levels. A hybrid PKB helps in efficient query evaluation. An incremental query evaluation strategy allows us to experiment with various optimization techniques: we can change the criteria for identifying specification fragments and evaluate fragments in different orders without affecting the overall query evaluation algorithm.
Programmer's Interface to PQL
Programmers may find it difficult to formulate complex queries directly in PQL. Therefore, user interfaces to help programmers in query formulation should be built upon PQL. In database research, methods have been developed to help in query formulation through a graphical interface based on the Entity-Relationship (ER) data model of a database. A user selects entities, attributes and relationships by inspecting the ER data model. Similar interfaces may be developed for PQL based on program models. Still, this solution may not appear easy and natural to programmers who think about programs in terms of their concrete, rather than abstract representation. Better user interfaces can be implemented by defining "unparsing rules" for program model entities and relationships. The query formulation can be still guided by the program model, but a programmer does not directly work with models, but with presentations that reflect his/her way of thinking about programs. Multiple views of a program model can be obtained by defining different sets of unparsing rules (e.g., to obtain graphical and textual interfaces to the model).
In PQL, we specify program patterns based on an abstract syntax grammar. Many other systems allow a programmer to specify patterns in notations based on the concrete syntax of a source language [2] , [12] , [17] . We can support concrete syntax patterns, without compromising the language-independence of PQL, by building a languagespecific preprocessor to translate patterns from concrete syntax into predicate form. We also consider more active support for query formulation in question-answer sessions. Our strategy is to retain language-independence of PQL and build end-user interfaces upon PQL.
DESIGN OF A GENERIC SPA TOOL
While efficiency of query evaluation is important, flexibility and genericity are two other desirable properties of SPA tools. Flexibility means that tool users can actively participate in program analysis, easily extract design views and refine them. PQL allows programmers to define program queries and PQL evaluator extracts program design views specified by queries. In this way, PQL adds flexibility to SPA tools. Genericity means that components of an SPA tool can be customized to fit into a range of software maintenance projects. In particular, SPA tool components should be customizable to different source languages and to different program design representations in the PKB. In this section, we describe how we designed a generic PQL-based SPA tool.
The major components of an SPA tool are an SPA frontend, query evaluation component, user interface and a PKB (Fig. 5 ). An SPA front-end extracts program design information from the source programs (as specified by the conceptual program design models) and loads program designs into the PKB. A query evaluation component comprises of the query preprocessor and query evaluator. A user interface allows a programmer to enter program queries and view query results.
We started by defining an abstract PKB interface. The abstract PKB interface includes operations to load/retrieve program design to/from the PKB. The operations are abstract in the sense that they refer to design entities, entity attribute values, and relationships in conceptual program models rather than to their physical representations in the PKB. Complex operations such as traversing abstract syntax trees in order to do pattern matching are also included into the abstract PKB interface. The abstract PKB interface isolates and hides the knowledge of how to manipulate the physical program design in the PKB from other components of an SPA tool.
We used a compiler-compiler to generate the SPA frontend, with a COBOL grammar that was given to us. We wrote semantic actions to load program design information into the PKB in terms of abstract PKB operations rather than in terms of the physical PKB. As we were not concerned with PKB representations details, the semantic actions were simple. In addition, our SPA front-end was generic in respect to the internal design of the PKB: we could change program design representations in the PKB without the need to modify the SPA front-end.
Query evaluation is difficult to implement, therefore a generic solution to query evaluation brings high pay-off. We designed a generic query preprocessor and query evaluator using table-driven techniques and the concept of an abstract PKB interface. Our tables contained the definition of program design models, i.e., design entities, their attributes and relationships. A generic query preprocessor referred to the tables to check whether all the references to entities, attributes and relationships agreed with the program design model definition. This was the only activity of the preprocessor that required the knowledge of the actual program models. Once we isolated program design models and stored them in the tables, we wrote query preprocessor algorithms for building query trees and for traversing trees in a generic way.
To evaluate queries, we need to know conceptual program design models as well as the mappings between the conceptual models and their physical representations in the PKB. The abstract PKB interface defines those mappings in an operational way. For example, when a query refers to an entity attribute, the query evaluator calls an operation from the abstract PKB interface to fetch the value of the required attribute from the PKB. To evaluate queries, we must traverse abstract syntax tress and access the global and detailed program design information. For example, the actual pattern matching algorithm depends on how tree structures are represented. Therefore, the pattern matching algorithms are also encapsulated in the abstract PKB interface. As the abstract PKB interface hides the physical program design in the PKB, we may reuse the query evaluator after reimplementing the abstract PKB interface operations should the PKB change. Changing program models does not require any modifications of the query evaluator.
In summary, the design of generic SPA components was possible due to a program query language that was based on conceptual program design models and due to the strict separation of the conceptual program design models from the actual representation of program design in the PKB and from the actual mechanism used to compute program design from source codes.
CONCLUSIONS
We described a framework for designing flexible Static Program Analyzers (SPA). The main principle of our approach is the separation of conceptual descriptions of SPA capabilities from the implementation decisions. This approach offers three advantages: 1) tool capabilities can be studied and defined in isolation from tool implementation details, 2) depending on criteria such as the efficiency of query evaluation or simplicity of the SPA design, we can implement the same functional specifications of an SPA on a variety of program representations, and 3) a generic, customizable core of SPAs can be implemented based on the conceptual models, leading to an SPA generation system.
An integral part of our framework are notations for conceptual modeling of program design and PQL, a notation to write program queries. We identified query principles that are common to all source languages and separated them from language-specific aspects. Specifications of a source language parameterize otherwise language-independent PQL notation. This concept facilitated a table-driven implementation of the query evaluation mechanism. We wanted PQL to be expressive, simple, source language independent and program representation independent. PQL is a compromise between these objectives. To evaluate PQL, we studied program views supported by two commercial program analysis tools [23] , [26] and specified these views in PQL. We compared PQL to program query notations developed in other research projects [2] , [4] , [12] , [14] , [17] , [18] and expressed in PQL queries we found in these sources. Finally, we specified in PQL reverse engineering heuristics to recover the first-cut Entity-Relationship data model from flat file structures [11] .
We plan to refine PQL with new features (such as parameterized views) and to work on better interfaces to help programmers enter queries. We shall experiment with PQL as a programming tool, but also plan to apply PQL in other domains that require high-level query facilities. Conceptual program models and descriptive program query languages such as PQL are powerful SPA design instruments and convenient end-user devices. But this flexibility poses challenges for efficient query evaluation. Further work is required on optimizing query evaluation. The design of a suitable program representation is a difficult problem. We must take into account the choice of the storage media for the program knowledge, algorithms for computing the program knowledge from source programs and decisions regarding which types of program design information should be precomputed by the SPA front-end and which should be computed on demand during query evaluation. Efficient implementation of queries is a difficult problem that can be addressed at program representation, language design and query optimization levels.
The ultimate objective of the work described in this paper is to define a model-based framework for systematic design of SPAs. The framework will enable us to study tool capabilities in the context of the underlying software maintenance process and programmer's behavior models. To achieve this, we are trying to model the tool environment, i.e., software processes and programmer's behavior, prior to modeling tool capabilities. We hope that explicit models of a tool environment will help us better understand tool capabilities. Hopefully, the technical models underlying tool architecture (such as, program design models and PQL) can be formally linked to tool environment models to provide a unified modeling framework for all the essential activities involved in the analysis of tool environment, tool design and tool evolution. We view conceptual program models and PQL as an important first step towards bridging tool environments and tool architecture. Although we concentrate on the software maintenance process and SPA tools, we feel that the same approach can be beneficial in other software processes and tools.
It takes more than code to understand a program. Sources of program information include the application domain knowledge (which usually is not explicitly represented), program requirements (which may be informal and inconsistent with code), program design, and code. Among all these sources of program information, only code and low level design abstractions that can be computed from code are completely reliable. Fortunately, an interesting class of questions about programs can be answered automatically based on the analysis of the source code. However, there are clear limits to what can be understood about a program based on source code alone. Questions about (undocumented) design decisions, requirements, application domain concepts and links between those concepts and code structures cannot be answered without additional knowledge. If we could encode this additional knowledge in machine processable form, then we could process automatically a wider class of program queries. LaSSIE [6] and TRANS [12] demonstrate that this can be done. An important area of research is to integrate code analysis with higher level representations of program knowledge such as application domain, user requirements and software architecture. 
APPENDIX A-COBOL85 PROGRAM MODELS
APPENDIX B-PQL GRAMMAR
REMARK. Some of the PQL features described by the grammar below have not been covered in the paper.
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